Plant-ants feed their host plant, but above all a fungal symbiont to recycle nitrogen
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In ant–plant symbioses, plants provide symbiotic ants with food and specialized nesting cavities (called domatia). In many ant–plant symbioses, a fungal patch grows within each domatium. The symbiotic nature of the fungal association has been shown in the ant-plant Leonardoxa africana and its protective mutualist ant Petalomyrmex phylax. To decipher trophic fluxes among the three partners, food enriched in $^{13}$C and $^{15}$N was given to the ants and tracked in the different parts of the symbiosis up to 660 days later. The plant received a small, but significant, amount of nitrogen from the ants. However, the ants fed more intensively the fungus. The pattern of isotope enrichment in the system indicated an ant behaviour that functions specifically to feed the fungus. After 660 days, the introduced nitrogen was still present in the system and homogeneously distributed among ant, plant and fungal compartments, indicating efficient recycling within the symbiosis. Another experiment showed that the plant surface absorbed nutrients (in the form of simple molecules) whether or not it is coated by fungus. Our study provides arguments for a mutualistic status of the fungal associate and a framework for investigating the previously unsuspected complexity of food webs in ant–plant mutualisms.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Ants are predominant components of tropical ecosystems [1]. It is thus not surprising that their interactions with other organisms have strong impacts on nutrient fluxes and thus on food webs. Ants of the tribe Attini in America farm symbiotic fungi for food [2]. Some species feed their fungus with fresh leaves, and because colonies can comprise hundreds of thousands of individuals, they represent a strong herbivory pressure [3]; they also process a large amount of organic matter and thus have a noticeable impact on the structure of plant communities [4]. Ants and plants may also interact mutually. Ant–plant interactions have a structuring role in tropical arborescent communities through their impact on populations of other arthropods and thereby on food webs [5–7]. The diverse feeding behaviours of tropical arborescent ants predispose them to be protective mutualists of plants: they prey on many arthropod enemies of plants, they are attracted by energy-rich, solid or liquid food rewards offered by plants and they often live in symbiosis with other organisms, such as hemipteran trophobionts or bacteria that help them adapt to the nutritional imbalances that dependence on plant-produced rewards often entails [5,7,8]. In particular, diets of tropical arborescent ants are often characterized by high C:N ratios, reflecting calorific richness relative to paucity of nitrogen and mineral nutrients [5,6].

While provision of food rewards to ants imposes costs to plants, these are often outweighed by the benefits they confer. Thus, opportunistic interactions between ants and plants are often mutualistic, and have repeatedly given rise to specialized symbiotic mutualisms between so-called myrmecophytes (also called ant-plants), which provide symbiotic ants with nesting cavities (specialized hollow structures, called domatia) in addition to food rewards, and specialist ‘plant-ants’ [9]. Plant-ants often protect their hosts against herbivores and pathogens, as well as against competing plants [10–12], and also confer nutritional benefits to their host plants (reviewed in [13]). It was suggested that nutritional benefits were more important than protection in epiphytic myrmecophytes, ants acting as ‘mobile root systems’ in a class of plants with conspicuously low access to mineral nutrients [14]. Consequently, the first studies documenting nutrient flux from ants to plants were conducted on epiphytic myrmecophytes [15–19]. Nevertheless, more recent studies have shown that nutrient transfer from ants may also be important in some ‘protection’ mutualisms involving free-standing myrmecophytes [20–23]. Studies on nutrient transfer from ants to plants have focused on carbon (C) and/or nitrogen (N). However, these are probably not the elements most limiting to non-epiphytic plants in tropical ecosystems [24–26].

A new source of complexity in the trophic structure of ant–myrmecophyte associations is added by the recent findings that many ant–plant symbioses include long-ignored fungal partners [27–29]. These ant–plant–fungi
symbioses have been shown to have two benefits. In some, the fungi have a structural role in galleries built by ants around host branches to capture large prey [28,29]. In others, the fungi grow on inner surfaces of domatia and their role remains unknown [27,30]. The role of fungi in trophic fluxes in these tripartite symbioses is not yet clear. The fungi involved in these two types of symbioses belong to the order Chaetothyriales (Ascomycota [27,29]). Although only two plant-ant species are known to build fungal galleries as insect traps, fungi growing in domatia have been observed in many ant–plant symbioses [27,30]. The trophic relationships between plant-ants and their symbiotic fungi may prove particularly important to a better understanding of the nutritional ecology of ant–plant symbioses. As in other ant–microbe mutualisms [8,31], these relationships could help ants adapt to nutritional imbalances.

In order to disentangle the trophic relationships between ants, plants and fungi in ant–plant symbioses, we studied N and C flux from ant to fungi and plant in situ for an understorey myrmecophytic tree, Leonardoa africana subsp. africana, in which protection conferred by the obligate specific ant associate Petalomyrmex phylax is well documented [32]. The tree provides food (extrafloral nectar) and domatia (hollow internodes) for the ants well documented [32]. The tree provides food (extrafloral nectar) and domatia (hollow internodes) for the ants [27,29]. Although only two plant-ant species are known to build fungal galleries as insect traps, fungi growing in domatia have been observed in many ant–plant symbioses [27,30]. The trophic relationships between plant-ants and their symbiotic fungi may prove particularly important to a better understanding of the nutritional ecology of ant–plant symbioses. As in other ant–microbe mutualisms [8,31], these relationships could help ants adapt to nutritional imbalances.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

(a) Study species and site

We studied interactions between L. a. africana, P. phylax ants and their fungal associate in secondary rainforest near the village of Nkollo, Cameroon (3°13.278’N, 10°14.888’E).

(b) Experiment 1: isotope pulse–chase

On five trees in situ, we carried out isotopic labelling with 13C and 15N in order to study trophic flux from ants to the fungal and plant compartments of the system. On each tree, ants were given 0.5 ml of honey mixed with 40 mg of glucose and 80 mg of glycine, enriched, respectively, in 13C (one atom of carbon marked on each molecule) and 15N (98% of molecules marked). We provided labelled glucose and glycine in a single mix so that the same subsequent samples could be used for both δ13C and δ15N analysis, in order to avoid doubling the sample size. To focus ant foraging activity on the labelled mixture, we prevented access of the ants to the plant’s foliar nectaries by applying horticultural glue on tape around the petiole of each leaf before the peak of ant activity (which corresponds to the peak of nectar production, usually between 11.00 and 14.00 [35]). The mixture was then deposited at several sites on the tree’s branches. To avoid any potential direct transfer of the stable isotopes from the mixture to the plant through the epidermis, the site of application was wrapped with a piece of L. a. africana leaflet lamina before deposition of the mixture. We used leaflets from the host tree species because these ants are usually reluctant to walk on other surfaces. At the end of the peak of activity, leaflet pieces with remains of mixture and tape with horticultural glue were removed. Thus, the enrichment pulse lasted about three hours. On two additional trees treated the same way (control trees), we prevented access of the ants to the mixture with horticultural glue in order to test for potential contamination of the plant through the rolled leaflet. For each experimental tree, the following compartments were sampled on day – 1, day 1, day 4, day 10 and day 660 (day 0 being the day we provided the labelled mixture): workers, larvae, sexuals (if any), fungal patches, inner surface of domatia not covered by fungus, stems, petioles and leaves (one tree could not be relocated on day 660). Each internode is composed of a short, thin basal portion that is not hollow (which we call domatium). Leonardoa africana africana has pinately compound leaves. For the sake of simplicity, hereafter we refer to the leaflet lamina simply as ‘leaf’. In some cases, the amount of material was not enough to perform isotope analysis. This was especially true for fungal patches and ants, which in terms of standing biomass are very small items in this symbiosis. Therefore, to increase the sample size of unlabelled fungi (day – 1), we collected fungi from five unmanipulated trees at the end of the experiment. Isotopic abundance values for these samples were treated as values for day – 1. We collected fungus for analysis by gently scraping it off the surface of the domatium; as a consequence samples could contain a very small amount of plant tissue. However, this is unlikely to have influenced the results because the inner surface of domatia was several times less enriched than the fungal patch (see §3). Control trees were sampled for workers, leaves, petioles and the portion of stems situated immediately under the site of deposition of the labelled mixture on day – 1 and day 1. Samples were dried in the field under silica gel immediately after collecting. Isotopic abundances were measured with an elemental analyser (C, N) connected to an isotopic mass spectrometer ( Finnigan Delta S, Finnigan MAT, Bremen, Germany) at the Service Central d’Analyse of the CNRS (SCA, Solaise, France).
(c) Experiment 2: capacity of the domatia surfaces to absorb nutrients
The aim of this experiment was to compare the efficiency of nutrient transfer from bark, inner surface of domatia and fungal patch to the plant tissues (stems, petioles and leaves). Three branches on each of five trees were cut and fitted into a tube filled with water. Domatia were immediately opened and ants removed. For each tree, we immediately fitted into a tube filled with water. Domatia were immediately put into water. Three branches on each of five trees were cut and immediately put into water. For each branch, and for both 15N and 13C, we computed the difference between day 1 and compared these values with zero and among the types of surface tested.

(d) Morphology of the inner surface of domatia
In order to detect any morphological structure of the inner surface of domatia that could be involved in nutrient transfer, we performed environmental scanning electron microscopy (ESEM) on live domatia with an FEI Quanta FEG200 (FEI, Hillsboro, USA).

(e) Statistical analysis
We used non-parametric tests for independent samples in experiment 1 because missing data precluded tests for paired samples in many cases. We used non-parametric tests for paired samples in experiment 2. All tests were performed with the software R v. 2.10.1 (R Development Core Team).

3. RESULTS
(a) Experiment 1: isotope pulse–chase
Control trees with labelled mixture inaccessible to the ants showed no enrichment (electronic supplementary material, table S1), so that no direct contamination by the labelled mixture occurred. In experimental trees, enrichments varied significantly according to time for both 15N and 13C for workers (Kruskal–Wallis tests: \( \delta^{15N}: H = 19.8, p = 0.001; \delta^{13C}: H = 12.4, p = 0.014 \)), for larvae (\( \delta^{15N}: H = 17.3, p = 0.001; \delta^{13C}: H = 17.7, p = 0.001 \)), for fungi (\( \delta^{15N}: H = 19.3, p = 0.001; \delta^{13C}: H = 16.1, p = 0.002 \)) and inner surface of domatia (\( \delta^{15N}: H = 12.8, p = 0.012; \delta^{13C}: H = 11.2, p = 0.024 \)), but only for 15N for stems (\( \delta^{15N}: H = 9.3, p = 0.053; \delta^{13C}: H = 3.3, p = 0.50 \)), for petioles (\( \delta^{15N}: H = 18.8, p = 0.001; \delta^{13C}: H = 3.9, p = 0.42 \)) and leaves (\( \delta^{15N}: H = 16.5, p = 0.002; \delta^{13C}: H = 0.7, p = 0.96 \)). Sexuals were not tested because of the small sample size for this compartment (see raw data in electronic supplementary material, table S2). The enrichment of workers and sexuals in both 15N and 13C was very high as early as day 1, and then gradually decreased (figure 1a,b). Conversely, larvae and fungal patches were enriched more progressively (figure 1c,d). This result suggests a different feeding behaviour of workers towards sexuals and larvae: workers distribute nutrients quickly to sexuals (which may be more efficient at begging for food) and more slowly to larvae. Moreover, larvae do not defaecate nor excrete, and thus accumulated labelled nutrients. The inner surface of domatia (part not covered by a fungal patch) was enriched in 15N from day 1, enrichment then progressively decreasing (figure 1e), but was very little enriched in 13C (significantly enriched at day 1 but barely detectable at the scale of figure 1). Stems, petioles and leaves were enriched progressively, but only in 15N, and displayed the strongest enrichment at day 660 (i.e. almost 2 years after the labelling; figure 1f–h).

Figure 2 displays the differences of enrichment between day 1 and each of day 1, day 10 and day 660, allowing comparison between compartments at the same scale. Although precise calculation of uptake and transfer rates would require calculating atom per cent excess, taking into account the dilution of the tracer by solutes present in the honey used in the experiment and in the plant’s foliar nectar, it is clear that nutrient flux from ants to fungal patches was much greater for N than for C. Indeed, 1 and 10 days after labelling, the increase in 15N was about seven times greater than the increase in 13C in workers, but about 50 times greater than the increase in 13C in the fungal patches (figure 2). In contrast, the nutrient flux from workers to larvae and sexuals, which also received 15N and 13C directly from the workers, appeared similar for N and C: the relative increase between 15N and 13C was about the same for workers, larvae and sexuals. Enrichment of the inner surface of domatia was also biased in favour of N. Figure 2 shows that ants transferred most of the labelled nutrients to larvae and sexuals. Fungal patches also received a fairly large amount of labelled N. After 10 days, enrichment of the inner surfaces of domatia was six times lower than for the fungal patches. Stems, petioles and leaves received very low amounts of labelled elements, mostly N, but seem to accumulate it because \( \delta^{15N} \) was highest at day 660. All compartments were still enriched in 15N after 660 days. However, 13C was lost (figures 1 and 2), except in fungi, for which the difference between day 660 and day 1 was still significant (figure 1d). The distribution of introduced 15N and 13C showed a significant difference among compartments after 1 and 10 days, but not after 660 days (figure 2); Kruskal–Wallis tests: after 1 day, for 15N: \( H = 26.6, p = 0.001 \); for 13C: \( H = 20.8, p = 0.002 \); after 10 days, for 15N: \( H = 27.2, p = 0.001 \); for 13C: \( H = 20.0, p = 0.002 \); after 660 days, for 15N: \( H = 8.9, p = 0.26 \); for 13C: \( H = 4.1, p = 0.77 \).

(b) Experiment 2: capacity of fungal and different plant surfaces to absorb nutrients
The differences in enrichment of plant parts between day 4 and day 1 were greater than zero for \( \delta^{15N} \) and \( \delta^{13C} \) for the three surfaces that received the labelled mixture (figure 3; Wilcoxon tests: \( t = 0 \), \( p = 0.043 \) in each case; see raw data in electronic supplementary material, table S3), showing that they were all capable of C and N transfer. Capacity for nutrient transfer did not differ significantly among surfaces tested (Friedman test: \( \chi^2 = 2.8, p = 0.25 \) for \( \delta^{15N} \) and \( \delta^{13C} \)).

(c) Morphology of the inner surface of domatia
Figure 4 shows that the inner surface of the domatia is formed by a canaliculated, lignified sclerenchyma with numerous plasmodesmata (intercellular pits), underlain
by xylem vessels. The same tissue occurred under fungal patches, and no fungal hyphae were seen to penetrate the pits in this tissue, or the tissue itself.

4. DISCUSSION

(a) The ants transfer nutrients to their host plant

Our study shows that the ant *P. phylax* transfers N to its host plant *L. a. africana*. A significant enrichment in $^{15}$N was noticed 4 days after the ants were supplied with enriched food. However, we could not detect any transfer of C. A potential selective absorption of compounds containing N cannot account for the difference between C and N because the absorption experiment (experiment 2) showed that both glucose and glycine can be absorbed by the plant through its domatium surfaces. This difference may be due to the combination of two phenomena. First, the glucose used in the experiments had only one $^{13}$C atom out of six atoms of carbon, and we introduced only half as much glucose as glycine into the symbiosis. The effect of enrichment was thus expected to be much stronger for $^{15}$N than for $^{13}$C. Second, workers are expected to need more carbohydrates than amino acids and, thus, should defaecate more N (and thus $^{15}$N) than C (and thus $^{13}$C). Moreover, C is used by the insect for respiration and thus released as CO$_2$, whereas N is only released in the faeces and excretion products, which are deposited on fungal patches [27]. Therefore, the low transfer observed for N may not be detectable for C. Nutrient transfer from ant cadavers and excuviae (containing both labelled N and C) to the plant did not seem to be greater than that from faeces and excretion because enrichment in $^{15}$N was not detectable even 660 days after labelling (at this time, most ants that received the labelling mixture had probably died).

The amount of N transferred to the plant is quite low in comparison with that transferred to the other compartments during the first 10 days of the experiment. However, *Leonardoxa*, belonging to the tribe Detarieae, is one of the many caesalpinioide legumes that do not fix atmospheric N [36]. A low but regular N transfer may thus be important over the lifespan of the plant. Previous studies of nutrient transfer from ants to host plants have mainly focused on ant–epiphyte symbioses, for which N is likely to be limiting. Our study, along with a few previous ones providing direct evidence of nutrient transfer [20,21], shows that nutrient transfer may also be widespread in free-standing myrmecophytes. Moreover, a recent correlative study conducted in eight forest sites in Venezuela suggested that the uptake of rare nutrients...
could be the main benefit of bearing domatia [37]. Protection mutualisms' and 'nutritional mutualisms' are thus not exclusive categories. Indeed, other symbioses display the same duality, with nutritional and protection benefits. For example, the mycorrhizal symbiosis, often viewed as a nutritional mutualism, has overlooked roles in plant protection [38]. However, N may not be the best nutrient on which to focus because it is often not a limiting nutrient for free-standing trees in tropical ecosystems. Phosphorus (P) appears more limiting [24–26], and it can be questioned whether it can also be transferred. P has only one stable isotope, which makes field study of transfer from ant to plant much more difficult.

(b) The fungus does not improve the nutrient transfer to the host plant

It has already been suggested that the domatia-inhabiting fungi of the epiphytic myrmecophyte Myrmecodia could be involved in the degradation of ant wastes and could facilitate nutrient incorporation into the plant [16]. However, our study is the first to provide data on the role of the fungal partner in trophic fluxes in ant–plant–fungus associations, giving information on the relationships among the three symbiotic partners. What role the fungus may play in transfer of nutrients to the plant remains unclear. Our results show that inner surfaces of domatia devoid of fungus can transfer simple compounds such as glucose or glycine to other parts of the plant, with no requirement for a fungal intermediary. However, the plant surface may not be able to absorb nutrients from more complex organic molecules, such as the dead ants and pieces of cuticle of unidentified arthropods often found in the fungal patch [27]. It remains to be tested whether the fungal patch could degrade complex molecules into simpler ones that can be incorporated by the plant through the inner surface of domatia.

Observation by ESEM revealed a lignified sclerenchyma on the inner surface of domatia, which probably functions in structural support and protection of domatia and their contents, and for which its unusual canaliculated structure may allow molecule absorption, despite the presence of lignified cell walls. First, the presence of plasmodesmata suggests that the plant needs to maintain the sclerenchymatous cells alive, in spite of their lignified wall; second, the large number of plasmodesmata and their small size may allow molecules to pass through but prevent entry of pathogenic micro-organisms into the cell. However, we could not detect any difference in absorption capacities between different plant surfaces (for example, bark and inner surface of domatia). Thus, the canaliculate sclerenchyma has probably not evolved for the sole function of transfer of simple molecules such as those used in this study (glycine and glucose). The exact role of this tissue remains to be elucidated, but its structure and the presence of xylem within it are compatible with transfer of molecules.

(c) The ants transfer nutrients to their symbiotic fungus

Tracing nutrient transfers with stable isotopes showed that the domatia-inhabiting fungi received N from the ant P. phylax. The fact that the fungus was enriched in

Figure 2. Enrichment in $^{13}$C and $^{15}$N in the different compartments of the ant–plant–fungus symbiosis, 1, 10 and 660 days after the ants were fed with food enriched in these stable isotopes (experiment 1). This figure does not incorporate the data for fungi from the five unmanipulated trees sampled at the end of the experiment (and treated as values for day −1 in figure 1). Means ± s.e. (a) Enrichment between day −1 and day 1; (b) enrichment between day −1 and day 10; (c) enrichment between day −1 and day 660. Dark grey bars, $\delta^{15}$N; light grey bars, $\delta^{13}$C.

Figure 3. Enrichment in $^{15}$N and $^{13}$C in the plant after deposition of a mixture enriched in the stable isotopes on three different surfaces: bark, fungal patch within domatia, inner surface of domatia (experiment 2). Values are differences between day 4 and day −1 (day 0 being the day when the mixture was deposited). Means ± s.e. Dark grey bars, $\delta^{15}$N; light grey bars, $\delta^{13}$C.
stable isotopes as soon as 1 day after ants were given enriched food indicates that ants are manuring the fungus, and that the enrichment is not just a mere consequence of occasional deposition of dead ants and other debris. Defossez et al. [27] showed that the fungus is strictly associated with the presence of the ants, but did not demonstrate reciprocal benefits in the association. Their only evidence that the fungus was valuable to the ants was that when a domatium was highly disturbed by the experimenter, ants removed from the domatium not only their brood but also the fungal patch. Feeding of ant brood and sexuals are then transferred to the plant (6). Brood and sexuals are normally confined in the domatia but are displayed outside for clarity. Each internode is constituted by a short, thin basal part that is not hollow (stem) and a longer, swollen distal hollow part (domatium). P, petiole of the compound leaf; L, lamina of a leaflet; S, stem; D, domatium.

between ant and fungus, opening the possibility that the latter could play a role in recycling of nutrients, particularly N and perhaps mineral nutrients. Whereas N is unlikely to be limiting for the plant [24–26], it is often strongly limiting for tropical arboreal ants [5,6]. Fungi and bacteria possess enzymes capable of converting nitrogenous wastes of insects into nutrients ants could use [39], and this could be an important benefit in this symbiosis, as it is in other ant–microbial symbioses [39]. Moreover, pieces of cuticle (sometimes attributable to ants) were commonly found on the fungal patch, and ants were observed defaecating and depositing refuse on it [27], suggesting a recycling role of the fungus. The pattern of nutrient transfer from workers to larvae was very different from that of transfer from workers to the fungal patches. While the enrichment in $^{15}$N was roughly similar for both larvae and fungal patches, the enrichment in $^{13}$C was five times greater for the larvae than for the fungal patches. This result suggests that larvae and fungal patches received nutrients by two different pathways. Larvae, fed through trophallaxis, were provided with the original labelled mixture, perhaps slightly modified by salivary enzymes. In contrast, ants defaecate on the fungal patches [27], which may thus be provided mainly with ant faeces and products of excretion. The high worker metabolism of simple sugars (the C of which is released as CO$_2$) may have resulted in waste products containing a greater proportion of the original labelled nutrients for N than for C.

Comparing enrichment between the fungal patch and the inner surface of parts of domatia devoid of a fungal patch indicates that the ants have a specific feeding behaviour towards the fungal patch. Indeed, after 10 days, six times more N was deposited on the fungal patch than on the inner surface of domatia not covered by a fungal patch. This may be due to preferential defaecation by ants on the fungal patch, as suggested by our previous observation that ant wastes accumulate on the fungal patch [27].

During the first 10 days of the pulse–chase experiment, enrichment increased over time on the fungal patch, whereas it decreased on the inner surface of domatia outside the fungal patch. Moreover, enrichment of plant tissues was low and progressive. The canaliculate sclerenchyma constituting the inner surface of domatia could facilitate absorption and transfer of nutrients to

Figure 4. (a,b) ESEM view of a transversal section of the inner surface of a domatium of L. a. africana reveals a canaliculate sclerenchyma (CS) with numerous plasmodesmata (PL). (c) A transversal section through the fungal patch shows that the fungal hyphae do not penetrate host plant tissue. LD, lumen of domatium; X, xylem vessels; F, fungal hyphae.

Figure 5. Schematic diagram combining trophic fluxes between the partners in the ant–plant symbiosis P. phylax–L. a. africana. Arrows represent carbon (dashed arrow) and nitrogen (solid arrow) fluxes. Arrow thickness gives an indication of the relative fluxes. Workers collect foliar nectar (1) [33] and distribute it to sexuals (2) and brood (3) by trophallaxis. Workers also collect small prey items and bird droppings (not figured). Workers transfer nutrients, probably by defaecation, to the fungal patch (4) and to a much lesser extent to the inner surface of the domatium (5). Nutrients are then transferred to the plant (6). Brood and sexuals are normally confined in the domatia but are displayed outside for clarity. Each internode is constituted by a short, thin basal part that is not hollow (stem) and a longer, swollen distal hollow part (domatium). P, petiole of the compound leaf; L, lamina of a leaflet; S, stem; D, domatium.
other plant parts. The small quantities of nutrients deposited by the ants on the inner surface could thus have been progressively incorporated into plant tissues, whereas those deposited on the fungal patch would have been incorporated and accumulated by the fungus. It is possible that the fungus could release nutrients to the plant after some delay.

**(d) Nitrogen is efficiently recycled within the symbiosis**

The most surprising result was that all compartments of the symbiosis were still enriched in $^{15}$N almost 2 years (660 days) after the ants were given enriched food. Moreover, all compartments were similarly enriched in $^{15}$N. This means that part of the N introduced has been cycling in the system and that there were reciprocal exchanges of N among the three partners. Indeed, the $^{15}$N did not accumulate in one or two of the partners at all. It is possible that the fungus could release nutrients to the plant that were deposited on the fungal patch would have been incorporated and accumulated by the fungus. It is possible that the fungus could release nutrients to the plant after some delay.

The function of the fungus still remains unclear, it certainly has a central role in the nutritional ecology of the Leonardoxa–Petalonymyx symbiosis, perhaps in recycling N or other nutrients, thereby helping ants adapt to nutritional imbalances. In contrast, much less N is transferred from ants to the host plant. This makes sense, because ants would stand to gain little benefit from transferring nutrients to the plant. Quantitative trophic fluxes among all partners could greatly modify our current view of the balance between costs and benefits, with consequences for ideas about the evolution and maintenance of these mutualisms. The stability of such mutualisms is often questioned because cheating could easily evolve. Indeed, horizontal transmission could lead to conflict over reproduction, each partner having no interest in the reproduction of the other. However, in the absence of detailed quantification of costs and benefits, conclusions about evolutionary stability can hardly be made. Our study underlines the fact that even the very nature of the types of benefits provided is not well known, let alone the quantification of flux. Moreover, the roles in trophic fluxes of partners other than plants and ants have been neglected. Despite the widespread presence in ant–plant associations of fungi, they have never been taken into account in studies of trophic fluxes between the ant and the plant. Fungi are not the only neglected actors in these systems. Bacteria [40,41] and domatia inhabitants [42] are also important components of these interaction webs. Our study provides a new framework, demonstrating interactions that should stimulate more detailed analyses of food webs in ant–plant mutualisms.
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